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ORLANDO TRIP - A Poetry Song Project 
 
 
ORLANDO TRIP is a cinematic concert about the Orlando myth:  
It centres on the journey of a young man who is appointed ambassador to the Ottoman 
Empire, crosses the Mediterranean twice and finally returns as a woman.  
This story is told live in 13 songs based on lyrics by Anna Poloni. Video clips with scenic 
associations accompany the concert. Ariost's Orlando Furioso and Virginia Woolf's Orlando 
are godfathers. A sea story. A triumph of the unconscious and the phenomenon of fluidity. 
 
Sea change, that's what William Shakespeare calls fundamental changes and provides the 
central metaphor of the sea at the same time: The seemingly secure order of sea and land, 
art and nature, home and foreign, man and woman, conscious and unconscious, life and 
death is abolished. In the midst of an era that elevates rigid boundaries to an omnipresent 
principle, Orlando Trip sets a poetic counterpoint. 
 
The cinematic concert ORLANDO TRIP is the contribution of the Austrian initiators to the 
network project SEA CHANGE. Produced by the Austrian theatre wortwiege, performed by 
composer/filmmaker Christian Mair and singer/author Anna Luca Poloni (aka: fox on ice), 
accompanied by cultural scientist Wolfgang Müller-Funk (University of Vienna) and theatre 
maker Anna Maria Krassnigg (University of Music and Performing Arts, Vienna). 
 
With the support of the Austrian Federal Ministry for European and International Affairs 
and Austrian Cultural Forums and Embassies, artistic and scientific partners, organisers and 
universities in Europe and beyond have been and are being sought and found. ORLANDO 
TRIP will tour from May 2022 and is open to any venue and institution interested in the 
performance itself and the themes. 
 
ORLANDO TRIP is sleek and opulent at the same time, and through its musical and cinematic 
storytelling, provides an international audience with sensory access to literature and 
narratives about metamorphosis, fluidity, crossing borders and the central metaphor of 
the sea. The project is designed to be minimalist and travel-friendly. We are happy to 
provide a Technical Rider on request. 
 
The participation of local institutions, artists or academics who wish to contribute to the 
discussion on the phenomena of fluidity, transformation and overcoming rigid boundaries is 
welcome. The nature of this dialogue can be developed in advance between theatre makers, 
organisers and universities.  
The possibility of integrating one's own artistic or scientific projects into the SEA CHANGE 
network can also be developed around the performance on site. The project initiators are 
planning stays of several days at the performance venues. 
 
Demo video: https://vimeo.com/506538685 (subtitles in several languages available) 
Contact: orlando@wortwiege.eu  


